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Faster-LIO: Lightweight Tightly Coupled
Lidar-Inertial Odometry Using Parallel Sparse

Incremental Voxels
Chunge Bai , Tao Xiao, Yajie Chen, Haoqian Wang , Member, IEEE, Fang Zhang, and Xiang Gao

Abstract—This letter presents an incremental voxel-based lidar-
inertial odometry (LIO) method for fast-tracking spinning and
solid-state lidar scans. To achieve the high tracking speed, we
neither use complicated tree-based structures to divide the spatial
point cloud nor the strict k nearest neighbor (k-NN) queries to
compute the point matching. Instead, we use the incremental voxels
(iVox) as our point cloud spatial data structure, which is modified
from the traditional voxels and supports incremental insertion
and parallel approximated k-NN queries. We propose the linear
iVox and PHC (Pseudo Hilbert Curve) iVox as two alternative
underlying structures in our algorithm. The experiments show that
the speed of iVox reaches 1000–2000 Hz per scan in solid-state lidars
and over 200 Hz for 32 lines spinning lidars only with a modern
CPU while still preserving the same level of accuracy.

Index Terms—Lidar-inertial odometry, SLAM, nearest
neighbor.

I. INTRODUCTION

H IGH-SPEED point cloud registration and three-
dimensional reconstruction are critical blocks for

many manufactured products-from high-definition maps
(HD maps) [1]–[3] to autonomous vehicles [4], [5]. The
most common real-time lidar tracking methods like LOAM [6],
LeGO-LOAM [7] and BALM [8] require about 100 milliseconds
per iteration to process a lidar scan. Most of the conventional
spinning lidars provide multiple lines scans at this speed. As
optical technology develops, modern solid-state lidar sensors
like Livox and Cepton can provide dense point cloud scans in
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high frequencies like 100 Hz or even higher [9], [10]. It follows
that looking for a highly efficient lidar tracking method has
become an important research issue recently [11], [12]. For
many real robots or vehicles, LIO is not the only algorithm
running in the system. All the active modules must share the
computation resource. The system would be more robust if we
had a faster and more lightweight LIO. Besides, a faster LIO
approach can also be used as the front-end of offline mapping
systems to help reduce the computation time.

A lidar or vision-based SLAM system typically consists of
a real-time front-end for point cloud tracking and a back-end
for state optimization [13]–[15]. In a real-world lidar odometry
system, people will also fuse inertial and GPS measurements into
the state estimator in a loosely or tightly coupled form to make
the system more robust against short-time sensor failures [16],
[17]. It is not that easy to theoretically analyze the computation
cost of a whole complicated SLAM system. However, generally
speaking, for the front-end part (the LO/LIO module), the com-
putation time cost basically comes from the following aspects:

The chosen spatial data structure. Since traditional regis-
tration methods normally rely on k nearest neighbor (k-NN)
searching in point clouds, the registration efficiency can be
improved by exploiting faster k-NN data structures [19]. Some
of the data structures like R∗-tree [20], B∗-tree [21], designed for
unvarying spatial databases, are unsuitable for real-time LIO, as
LIO requires both fast construction and querying speed. More-
over, it would be even better to update the structure incrementally
since the point cloud is sequentially processed. Thus, voxels and
k-d trees (and their variants) [22], [23] are the better choices for
LO/LIO system. Of course, voxels and k-d trees still have their
limits. The voxels are easy to construct and delete almost in
constant time but are incapable of strict k-NN search or range
search. The k-d trees can provide strict k-NN search and range
search results but require extra efforts to swing and balance the
tree.

1) The state estimator formation: The pose estimator also
affects the computation cost of an LIO module. In modern VIO
or LIO systems, people tend to choose a compromise solution
between the conventional, single-frame Kalman filter and full
pose graph optimization/bundle adjustment, like sliding window
filters (SWF) [24], multiple state constraints Kalman filters
(MSCKF) [25], or iterated extended Kalman filters (IEKF) [26].
They both have the advantage of small computation costs
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like filters and relatively sufficient accuracy like optimization
approaches.

2) The residual metric for matching: The residual metric to
match point cloud can also affect the efficiency of the lidar
system. In self-driving datasets, point-to-plane and point-to-line
models generally perform better than point-to-point models
because the lidar point clouds are sparse, and the same point is
not always observable. Furthermore, for feature-based systems
like [27], [28], the points will first be categorized into several se-
mantic classes (floors, poles, planes) to accelerate the matching
process. Those features reduce the number of registrated points,
but extra feature extraction time is unavoidable in such systems.

This letter presents a sparse, incremental voxel-based LIO
algorithm named Faster-LIO, which is basically developed from
the FastLIO2 [18]. The idea of using sparse voxels instead
of k-d tree (and their variants) in LIO is inspired by the fol-
lowing aspects: 1) Strict k-NN searches and range searches
are unnecessary for residual computation, especially for LIO
systems where the IMU measurement could obtain a roughly
accurate initial guess. The dominant advantage of the k-d tree
is its ability to provide strict k-NN and range/box search re-
sults via conditionally splitting the high dimensional space with
hyperplanes. However, in the worst case, the search algorithm
may dive into a very far-away branch to look for a potentially
existing nearest neighbor, which is not likely to be useful for
local plane coefficients estimation. In contrast, the search range
in voxel-based algorithms is limited to a preset value so that
discarding such neighbors does not affect most of the residuals.
2) The construction, iterating, balancing, removing of the k-d
tree nodes affect the efficiency of LIO, while voxels do not have
those problems. We use a conservative insertion and passive
delete strategy in voxels instead of mandatory updates in each
scan processing stage. Our contribution can be concluded as
follows:

1) We propose the sparse incremental voxels (iVox) to or-
ganize the point cloud instead of tree-like structures. We
show that iVox can achieve higher incremental update and
k-NN search speed than ik-d tree and other commonly
used data structures in LIO.

2) We propose two alternative underlying structures in iVox:
the linear iVox and iVox-PHC. The experiments show
that iVox-PHC has better computation efficiency when we
have more points in each voxel, and linear iVox performs
better if the numbers are small.

3) We use parallel k-NN search to build a tightly coupled LIO
system that reaches the speed of over 1500 Hz for solid-
state lidar and over 200 Hz for spinning lidar data (see
Fig. 1). We also provide an open-source implementation
for further studies1.

II. RELATED WORK

Several recent studies are focused on fast point cloud regis-
tration, among which also fuse inertial measurements to form

1See http://github.com/gaoxiang12/faster-lio for the open-source code.

Fig. 1. The reconstructed point cloud of Faster-LIO from NCLT dataset and
the FPS compared with FastLIO2 [18], tested with AMD R7 5800X and Intel
Xeon Gold 5218.

an LIO system. We briefly review these works here and discuss
the difference between us.

LiTAMIN and LiTAMIN2 [2], [29] propose a fast registration
method by reducing the number of registered points and intro-
ducing the symmetric KL-divergence into traditional ICP. They
are inspired by the famous NDT method, which first divides
the points into separate voxels and then performs a normal
distribution transform in each voxel. The letter reports about
500–1000 Hz frequency in the Kitti dataset with a 64-lines spin-
ning lidar. The speed is impressive but is primarily achieved by
reducing the number of involved points instead of using a more
compact data structure for neighbor searching. Besides, they
do not have an open-source implementation, and the reported
accuracy is slightly lower than the traditional method [30].

FastLIO and FastLIO2 [18], [26] are LIO systems that achieve
almost 100 Hz in large-scale scenarios. The incremental k-d
tree significantly reduces the tree update time, which is also
verified in our experiments. The Kalman gain computation in
the iterated EKF is further improved by employing the SMW
equalities to reduce the dimensions of the observation equations.
Nevertheless, we show that iVox is even faster than the ik-d tree
in FastLIO2 while accomplishing the same level of accuracy.

For spinning lidars, there are also low-latency approaches
(LoLa-SLAM [31], LLOL [32]) that do not wait for a full
scan but use partial scan data to perform the registration. Such
acceleration is done by slicing the scans into several patterns,
and the number of registration points is also much smaller than
processing a full scan. Unfortunately, such methods are only
available for spinning lidar and are hard to expand into solid-state
lidars.

Deep learning registration approaches [33], [34] and GPU
accelerated registrations [30] are widely used choices in SLAM

http://github.com/gaoxiang12/faster-lio
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Fig. 2. 3D points in the global map within the same voxel are mapped to the
same 1-dimension hash index. There are two optional data structures within a
voxel: the linear iVox and iVox-PHC.

if the target platform is equipped with GPU. With the parallel
computing ability of GPU, most of the SLAM processes like
feature detection, feature matching, and even the whole map
can be stored within GPU memory and accelerated to a very
high speed. However, we do not compare our approach with
the GPU accelerated methods since the basic infrastructure is
different.

For general spatial data storage, voxel hashing is also a com-
mon approach to replacing hierarchical tree-like structures. [35]
employs hashed voxels for map management in visual SLAM
systems and [36] uses voxel hashing for volumetric 3D recon-
struction. Furthermore, this letter shows that the hashed voxels
can be used for nearest neighbor searching and incremental
mapping for LIO systems.

In the following sections, we first introduce the data structure
and the principles of the iVox and its PHC version. Then we
demonstrate comparative experiments between our approach
and the state-of-the-art LIO algorithms.

III. IVOX: INCREMENTAL SPARSE VOXELS

A. Data Structure of IVox

In iVox, the point cloud is first stored in sparse voxels whose
indices are hashed into an unordered map (see Fig. 2) by hash
function. Since the lidar point cloud is sparse, we are not using
any volumetric representations like TSDF [37] but a sparse hash
map that only stores those voxels having at least one point. The
hash index can be computed by any spatial hashing algorithms
like [38]. We use this hash function in our implementation:

p = [px, py, pz]
T , v =

1

s
[px, py, pz]

T ,

idv = hash(v) = (vxnx) xor (vyny) xor (vznz) mod N,
(1)

where px, py, pz are the coordinates of p ∈ R3. The s is the
voxel size, nx, ny, nz are large prime numbers and N is the size
of hash map, correspondingly.

The points within each voxel are either stored as a vector
or an underlying internal structure like PHC (see Section IV),
which we call the linear iVox and iVox-PHC, correspondingly.
The k-NN search complexity within each voxel is hereby O(n)
or O(k) using linear iVox or iVox-PHC, where n is the number
of points inside the voxel and k is the order of the discrete PHC
curve. However, we will prevent inserting too many points into

Fig. 3. Find the nearby (6, 18, or 26) voxels of a given query point p (the
center of 3×3×3 cubes).

the same voxel at the incremental mapping step in LIO, so it
would not make much difference.

B. k-NN Search

The k-NN search is limited within a pre-defined range and
then divided into three steps. Given an iVox structure V and a
query pointP , we will: 1) Find the voxel index and nearby voxels
(from 6, 18, 26 voxels in our implementation, see Fig. 3), denoted
as S. 2) Iterate through each voxel in S and search at most K
neighbors in each voxel. 3) Merge the search results and select
the best K neighbors. Note that step 2 can be parallelized for
each voxel. However, since the algorithm is already parallelized
at the point cloud level, it is unnecessary to perform a parallel
search through each voxel here. The k-NN search in iVox is easy,
effective, but not strict compared with tree-like algorithms, yet
sufficient for LIO applications.

C. Incremental Mapping

The incremental mapping of iVox has two aspects: incremen-
tal addition and deletion.

The addition is straightforward, which is done by inserting
new points and creating new voxels if necessary. To avoid too
many points accumulating in one voxel, we leave out unneces-
sary point insertions via a VoxelGrid-like filter in the same way
as FastLIO2. Since we have already computed the voxel indices
of the nearest neighbors, we will not insert the current point
if any of its neighbors is closer to the center of the voxel grid
than itself. The leaf size of the filter is the key parameter that
tunes the trade-off between accuracy and speed. A larger leaf
size prevents too many insertions into one voxel at the cost of
k-NN accuracy. In our experience, a leaf size of 0.5 m generally
works well in most datasets.

The incremental deletion is different from the k-d tree struc-
ture since traversing through the whole voxel hash map is too
expensive. So, instead of actively deleting the points outside of
the current FoV in the spatial window, we use a least recently
used cache (LRU cache) strategy in the time window to maintain
the local map (see Fig. 4). Alongside the voxel hash map, we also
record the recently visited voxel queue and establish a maximum
size. If the number of voxels exceeds the maximum value, we
will eliminate the old voxels in memory because insertion and
deletion areO(1) in a hash map and very computationally cheap
for real-time LIO algorithms.
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Fig. 4. Update the iVox with LRU cache. Move the newly created voxels and
the newly used voxels back, and delete those that have not been used for a fixed
period.

Fig. 5. k-NN search of iVox-PHC.

IV. IVOX-PHC

A. The Underlying Structure of iVox-PHC

IVox-PHC is another implementation of iVox, which replaces
the linear layout inside of each voxel with a pseudo-Hilbert
curve (PHC). Although we prevent inserting too many points
into the same voxel in the LIO pipeline, the performance of
the k-NN search will still decrease linearly as the number of
points grows. Space-filling curves like PHC are maps from a low
dimensional space into a high dimensional space while keeping
the locality. Hence, they are suitable for finding approximate
nearest neighbors inside a voxel or in the whole point cloud [39],
[40].

In the implementation, we split a voxel into (2K)3 smaller
cubes, where K is a configurable PHC order. For example, we
use K = 6 while it can be determined according to the physical
size of the voxel. The cubes are indexed from 0 to (2K)3 − 1
according to their positions in the PHC. Each cube stores the
centroid of all the points inside the cube. And the centroid will
be updated if an inserted point is located inside the range of the
cube.

B. k-NN Search of iVox-PHC

The k-NN search of iVox-PHC is slightly different from linear
iVox, where we can use the filling function H to calculate the
1-dimensional index of any given 3-d point (see Fig. 5). Suppose
the H function and its inverse are:

H(t) = x ∈ R3, H−1(x) = t ∈ R, (2)

where t is the one-dimensional index and x is the correspond-
ing cube where the point locates. Then the k-NN search of a
given point p, located in cube x, can be approximately solved
by counting k-th cubes in front and behind of H−1(x). The
centroids of those cubes are returned as the k nearest neighbors.

If we want to add an extra range condition like limiting the
search size within rs, then the index search range ρ in PHC can
be calculated as:

ρ = 8

(
2 exp

(
ceil

(
log2

2Krs
lv

)))3

, (3)

where lv is the physical size of each voxel. In this case, the index
range will be both limited by min(k, ρ).

Note that the nearest neighbors in PHC are also approximated.
For two points A and B, consider the length lAB in PHC and
the euclidian distance dAB in 3D space, we have:

dAB <= lAB <=
√
3 ∗ dAB (4)

In an informally way, given a sufficiently large space, the nearest
neighbor we have found via PHC is measured up to

√
3 times

more distant than expected. Although this approximation brings
inaccuracy, it does not affect the registration in LIO, as demon-
strated in our later experiments.

C. Complexity of iVox and iVox-PHC

The time complexity comes from two aspects: incremental
map update and k-NN search.

1) Incremental Map Update: Incremental map update in-
volves the insertion and deletion of voxels in an LRU cache
and the insertion of points in the voxel. Since the LRU cache
is implemented by an unordered map with an inside double
linked list, the time complexity of node insertion and deletion is
O(1). Point insertion of iVox-linear is alsoO(1), which is just an
element insertion in a linked list. For iVoxel-PHC, the points are
stored in a map indexed by the PHC index. Therefore, inserting
an element in an ordered array takes time complexityO(log(n)),
where n is the average number of points in a voxel. However,
n is generally small because the point cloud is downsampled,
which does not affect much in practice.

2) k-NN Search: For linear iVox, the time complexity of knn
isO(n) because it calculates the distance from the query point to
each point inside the voxel. For iVox-PHC, the time complexity
of knn is O(log(n)), as we only search the PHC index in a 1-D
ordered array. Moreover, for an iVox-PHC with a curve order
of κ, the maximum number of points inside is 23κ. In the worst
case, the time complexity of knn in iVox-PHC is O(log(23κ)) =
O(κ).

Please note that the complexity discussed here is defined by
the number of points within each voxel, not the whole point
cloud. Usually, tree-like methods tend to discuss the search
complexity of the whole cloud since the tree is built on it.
However, for voxel-based methods, the number of all the points
does not directly affect the search efficiency since the voxel
index can be calculated in constant complexity.
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V. EXPERIMENTS

This section presents a series of experiments evaluating the
accuracy and efficiency of the iVox module and the whole LIO
system. All the experiments are conducted in desktop computers
with AMD R7-5800X (8 cores, 3.8 G Hz) and Intel Xeon Gold
5128 (16 cores, 2.3 G Hz), denoted as “iVox AMD” and “iVox
Intel,” correspondingly. The accuracy experiments are also con-
ducted on laptops with an Intel i7-10750H CPU (6 cores, boost
5G Hz). Since our implementation performs heavy CPU par-
allelized computation, the number of cores, threads, and boost
frequency will dominate the algorithm’s overall performance.
We set the number of threads to the maximum thread of the
CPU in the following experiments.

The datasets used in experiments are selected from the public
dataset that provides IMU and lidar readings. We use the input
data from AVIA (solid-state lidar dataset from FastLIO2 [18]),
NCLT [41], ULHK [42] and UTBM robocar dataset [43], nor-
mally denoted in lower letters in figures and tables. Since the
sequences of NCLT and UTBM are similar, we selected only part
of them to do the experiments. When comparing the performance
of the iVox data structure, we also use synthetic data for better
evaluation.

Faster-LIO is basically developed under FastLIO2 with some
code refactoring in the implementation. For example, we use
libtbb and C++ 17 for parallelization instead of the omp in
FastLIO2. We remove the unused logic (the feature extraction
part) and simplify the overall pipeline (remove the box delete
operation in map update, remove the cache for detected points,
adjust the point-to-plane residual computation, etc.). Please refer
to the code repository for more details.

A. Comparative Study of iVox, ik-d Tree, and the Others

First, we conduct experiments on the search and insert ef-
ficiency of iVox as a nearest neighbor data structure using
uniformly randomly generated data. We set a local map size
from 500 to 1000 k points within a 5×5×5 m cube and per-
form five nearest neighbors searches or insert 200 new points
into the existing map. The insert and k-NN search time will
increase as the number of points grows. We compare the linear
iVox and iVox-PHC with several widely used NN algorithms,
including ik-d tree [23], k-d tree FLANN (implemented in
the Point Cloud Library [44], denoted as flann here), R-tree
(implemented in Boost Geometry), Faiss-IVF [45], nmslib [46],
and nanoflann [47]. The results are shown in Fig. 6. The insert
time is plotted as solid lines, and the k-NN search time is dotted.
Note that some static algorithms need extra build/train time when
inserting new points, making the insert time longer than the
others.

The experiments show that in terms of inserting new points to
an existing structure, both iVox and ik-d tree perform well with
little time gain. IVox versions are slightly faster because we
only need to insert the new points into the hash map without any
tree expanding or balancing operations. Moreover, for the k-NN
search, iVox is much faster than others in small and medium map
sizes, but the time cost also grows more quickly. The FLANN
k-d tree is faster than ik-d tree, and both of them only grow a

Fig. 6. Insert and k-NN query time with relation to the number of processed
points.

Fig. 7. Processing time with relation to recall percent curve of the compared
algorithms. Bottom-lower is better.

little even in the 1000 k points case. For these reasons, we would
prefer using a small and medium local map in LIO rather than a
large one with lots of points in each voxel.

We further plot the processing time w.r.t. recall rate for better
evaluation in Fig. 7. In the recall experiment, we use a 1000
points local map and the brute-force search as ground-truth
results. Then we adjust the parameter settings in each algorithm
to get the trade-off curves. The recall experiment shows that iVox
is faster in low recall rate scenarios, where the parameters are
adjusted as small voxel size or small nearby ranges. However, if
we want to know the exact neighbors, iVox may not be a good
choice since we need a large voxel size or nearby search range
to achieve a higher recall rate. Note that due to the system clock
accuracy, data points below the 10−3 ms are not strictly accurate
and may differ in each run.

B. Efficiency

The efficiency of LIO is evaluated by computing the average
processing time of each step and the average frames per second
(FPS) both on AMD and Intel platforms. In the bottom part of
Fig. 1, we show the FPS of the Faster-LIO and Faster-LIO PHC
compared with the original FastLIO2 (default parameter setting
with local map size L = 1000 m and downsample resolution
l = 0.5 m). It can be seen that Faster-LIO typically achieves 1.5
to 2 times FPS compared with the original FastLIO2, both in
solid-state lidar and spinning lidar datasets.

We further investigate the time cost of each algorithm step
in LIO in Fig. 8, Fig. 9, and Fig. 10. The main steps in LIO
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Fig. 8. Time usage w.r.t. the number of processed scans in a NCLT sequence.
The curve is smoothed in a 100 frames windows to reduce the statistical noises.

Fig. 9. Time usage in each step compared with FastLIO2. Left: linear Faster-
LIO, right: FastLIO2.

Fig. 10. Average IEKF processing time compared with FastLIO2.

include point cloud preprocess, downsampling, undistortion,
and the IEKF+ICP step. The modular time cost is plotted in
Fig. 7, which shows that the IEKF+ICP, including the point cloud
residual computation, nearest neighbor searching, plane fitting,
and IEKF iteration, is the dominant part of the computation. For
this reason, we also plot the average IEKF+ICP processing time
in Fig. 10 using different iVox versions and CPU platforms.

Both of the FPS and IEKF efficiency experiments show
that iVox is significantly faster than ik-d tree, especially on a
slower platform where the IEKF computation time plays a more
important role (Intel v.s. AMD in our case). In the spinning
lidar datasets (NCLT and UTBM), iVox can save almost 40%

Fig. 11. The ground-truth and estimated trajectories in NCLT and UTBM
dataset. Dashed lines represent the reference ground-truth obtained from RTK
and the colorful solid lines represent the estimated result. The color of the figure
denotes the error of the estimated trajectory: red-large, blue-small.

to 75% processing time in IEKF, and the overall FPS can be
increased by 200% to 320%. While in the AVIA dataset, the
number of scanned points in solid-state lidar is not so stable as
the spinning lidar, the computation time of the iVox is generally
shorter than ik-d tree, but not that obvious in sequences like
AVIA1 or AVIA2.

Fig. 8 shows an experiment about the time cost w.r.t the
number of processed scans in a single sequence of NCLT, which
shows that our algorithm does not become slower as time grows
and is generally faster than FastLIO2. Table I demonstrates more
detailed results compared with state-of-the-art open-source LIO
systems like LIO-SAM and LiLi-OM, among which we also get
the fastest speed in most of the indicators.

C. Accuracy

This section compares the Faster-LIO against FastLIO2
and other state-of-the-art mapping systems, including LIO-
SAM [24] and LILI-OM [11]. Since Faster-LIO does not have
loop closure detection, we manually disable the loop closure
function in LIO-SAM and LiLi-OM while enabling all other
functions for a fair comparison. Besides, LIO-SAM only takes
9-axis IMU measurements as its input, so we skip the UTBM
dataset for LIO-SAM. The selected sequences all have good
ground-truth trajectories, normally collected by RTK sensors.

We use the absolute traditional pose error (APE) as the accu-
racy indicator for whole trajectories and a translational relative
pose error (RPE) error per 100 meters for drift evaluation. The
RPE is described in percents, just like the Kitti dataset. The
accuracy result is shown in Table II. It can be seen that we can
achieve comparable accuracy (typically 0.5-1.5% translational
drift) with FastLIO2 at a much faster speed. Fig. 11 shows the
estimated trajectory in NCLT and UTBM dataset.

D. Integration Into Other SLAM Systems

We further demonstrate the capability of integrating iVox into
other lidar SLAM systems like LeGO-LOAM to save the incre-
mental mapping time. This section shows a time comparison for
processing one scan in the mapping module between our method
and the LeGO-LOAM, using datasets gathered from a ground
vehicle. We integrate the iVox into the mapping to search the
closest corner and surface points. The results in Table III show
that the iVox can be applied in other SLAM systems and achieves
lower time-consume.
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TABLE I
TIME EVALUATION

1The “pre” in Faster-LIO/FastLIO2 denotes the preprocssing+undistortion+downsampling, and “opt” is the pose computation. But LIO-SAM and LiLi-OM use distributed
ROS nodes instead of sequentially processing the point clouds (and they are also keyframe-based approaches), so we separately calculate preprocessing and optimization for
each keyframe.
2Spd inc is short for speed increase against FastLIO2.
3“-” means the algorithm failed in this sequence due to large drift or lack of necessary input data.

TABLE II
ACCURACY EVALUATION IN APE AND RPE PER 100 METERS

1We do not adjust the parameter settings for LIO-SAM and LiLi-OM, which may cause the older algorithms not perfectly running in newer datasets.

TABLE III
RUNTIME FOR STEPS IN MAPPING MODULE COMPARED WITH LEGO-LOAM

The original LeGO-LOAM search several keyframes within
a radius to construct a local map for each scan, where the iVox
version uses dynamic point management and incremental map
update strategy to avoid manually maintaining a point cloud
map. As shown in Table III, such kinds of strategies reduce
redundant information significantly and lead to a decreased time
complexity directly. However, the number of features is small
in LeGO-LOAM so that the NN search is not the bottleneck of
the whole pipeline. As a result, we do not significantly improve
the overall runtime like FasterLIO.

VI. CONCLUSION

This letter proposes a lightweight lidar-inertial odometry
algorithm called FasterLIO, which exploits the iVox and
iVox-PHC as its spatial data structure for nearest neighbor
search. The iVox and iVox-PHC represent the point cloud with
incremental sparse voxels for better search and update efficiency,
thus obtaining higher tracking speed than the traditional

methods. Our experiments in public datasets show that
FasterLIO achieves over 1000 Hz for solid-state lidars and over
200 Hz for spinning lidars, significantly faster than most of the
present LIO systems while keeping the same level of accuracy.
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